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 Designer

PRISMTM Designer is a powerful tool for composing and customizing your one-line displays and is the solution everyone has been 
eagerly waiting for. This innovative, cutting edge application has been built from the ground up, and making beautiful one-line 
displays couldn’t be easier.

Designer is very intuitive and flexible to work with and was developed with the user in mind. One-line displays are composed in 
a WYSIWYG environment, and the user can open multiple displays either in a workspace or in floating containers which can be 
placed on different monitors.

One of many exciting new features is the Property page, which enables the user to view all of the properties of a Dynamic 
Record on a single scrollable page, which is color coded and easy to read. The Property page displays in a dockable window, 
which can float when it is undocked. Other powerful editing features – such as the ability to easily rotate graphical objects and 
the ability to change text item font sizes directly in the drawing area – are also included.

Key features 
User interface

• Workspace and multiple documents

• Documents organized in tabs

• Documents organized in split windows

• Documents organized in floating windows

• Floating window containers

• Dockable and detachable tool bars

• Visual indications

• Status bar

• Property page

• Device object browser

• Dynamic record browser

• RTDB point selection
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PRISM Designer

Drawing engine

• New snapping options

• Draw perfect shape with SHIFT key

• Draw shape with angles

• Draw text with True Type fonts

• Draw and snap a line to existing line

• Draw perpendicular lines

• Draw poly-curves

• Insert symbol with different sizes

Drawing engine

• New selection methods (Object vs. Vertex)

• Rotational handler

• Rubber-banding selection

• Rubber-banding selection with SHIFT key

• Rotate object with SHIFT key

• Resize text with mouse

• Adjust existing line with H or V key

• Adjust existing line with P key

• Move perpendicular line

• Adjust polyline/curve

• Copy and paste between documents

• Edit multiple objects in View window

• Alignment tools


